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This study compares the effectiveness of on-the-job and
formal training methodologies of United States Coast Guard
enlisted rate training as a function of job performance and
rate of advancement. Results indicate there is no
significant difference in evaluated work performance between
"A" school and striker graduates at the E4 and E5 rank. The
comparison of rate of advancement to E5 Indicates the
Boatswains Mate (BM) and Machinery Technician (MK) personnel
undergoing the striker, on-the-job training advance
significantly faster than their "A" school counterparts. The
difference in rate of advancement between Yeoman (YN) and
Storekeeper (SK) strikers and "A" school graduates was not
found to be statistically significant. Recommendations are
made to perform a cost effectiveness study, review selection
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As the Coast Guard enters the 1990's, the organization is
faced with uncertainty regarding level of funding as a result
of the federal deficit and political processes. This reality
forces an evaluation of the strategy, goals and plans of
operation required to meet our missions. One important
aspect of the organization is the development of our human
resources, which makes them capable of performing jobs that
collectively define Coast Guard missions. As a personnel
intensive service, it is a mandate that our members are
trained in the most efficient and effective manner possible.
There is no single "right" way to train, but there are always
more effective and efficient methods and programs by which we
can establish the knowledge, skills and abilities of Coast
Guard personnel to perform their jobs to standards.
Personnel productivity and job performance are difficult
to quantify in a service organization. If these indicators
are analyzed in the context of the organizat ion / s strategy
and scope of the study made, they can provide information to
aid decision making with respect to resource allocation.
This paper will address the effectiveness of the two
initial enlisted rate training methodologies; (1) formal,
resident "A" school, and (2) informal, non-resident,
on-the-job training (the striker program). A comparison will
be made of job performance measures of personnel trained by
the two methods.
There are no prior assumptions about which training
method should result in superior performance because there
are many variables that can impact on performance and which
are difficult to control. The question of which method is
more effective becomes interesting in light of research that
shows that programmed instruction is much more efficient than
on-the-job training in respect to knowledge acquistion. The
next question then becomes: how effectively are personnel
performing their missions on-the-job and does the
effectiveness relate to training methodol ogy?
The external evaluation of existing training programs is
important if we are to assess the real impact of our
programs. Opinions of Coast Guard supervisors on the subject
of training effectiveness are as diverse as the unit
implementation plans of the striker program. There is
certainly a place for both formal, classroom training and
informal, on-the-job training as vehicles to shape behavior
and develop knowledge, skills and abilities in our personnel.
This study may assist in determining the proper mix of
training resources we apply to our human capital to achieve
the goals we set for the organization as a whole.
I I . BACKGROUND
This chapter will outline characteristics and procedures
of the two general Coast Guard <CG) enlisted rate training
programs and provide an overview of the assignment and
advancement processes.
A. GOALS AND CHARACTERISTICS OF COAST GUARD ENLISTED RATE
TRAINING
The goal of Coast Guard rate training is to "...provide
military personnel with the capability to better fulfill
Coast Guard missions and their necessary support." (CG
Personnel Manual (PERSMAN), pp. 1-2.) The specific
objectives are:
o To indoctrinate personnel with an understanding of their
assigned duties, to develop necessary skills and to
develop a sense of responsibility within the service
organizat ion
.
o To develop personnel through a balanced program of
formal, resident and on-the-job training to reasonably
ensure the safe and competent execution of their
assigned tasks.
o To provide personnel with an opportunity to qualify for
promotion and advancement.
There are currently two methods of attaining the specific
CG enlisted ratings described in Appendix A. An enlisted
person can attend a formal, resident "A" school or engage in
an informal, non-resident striker program. The
characteristics of each are described below:
1. "A" School
"A" School is a formal, classroom-oriented program of
instruction which is specific for each enlisted rate. "A"
schools are located in Petal uma, CA; Yorktown, VA; and New
London, CT and are characterized by:
o Standardized Instruction. Lesson plans corresponding to
terminal performance skill or knowledge objectives are
developed for each course and presented in a relatively
consistent manner to each class.
o "Trained" Instructors. Instructors are selected based
on their job performance and attend an instructor
training class to learn effective teaching techniques.
o Controlled Environment. "A" school is conducted in a
well defined and controlled classroom, facility or shop
setting which attempts to minimize external interference
and control the training process.
o Resident Program. "A" school attendees are assigned
specifically to the "A" school for instruction and
usually reside in a student barracks.
o 10-16 Week Duration. Courses are composed of lesson
plans which cover the practical factors required for
advancement to E4 in a specific time frame.
a. "A" School Selection
Selection to "A" school is based upon:
o Minimum Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery
(ASVAB) composite scores as shown in Table 1.
o Informal assessment of individual motivation by
Commanding Officer to complete and make use of the
trai ning.
o No non-judicial punishment or civil convictions for six
months prior to applying for "A" school.


























*CG Training and Education Manual, pp. 216-219.
^School Duration in weeks (as of Jun 89).
3Current Wait Time in months for last E3 on list
The actual number of "A" school graduates per
year, per rate is determined by Commandant, Office of
Personnel (G-P), and is based on the number of guaranteed
school requirements, expected separations from the service,
expected number of strikers who make rate and the needs of
the service. The waiting list for "A" school is publicized
Coast Guard wide and is also shown in Table 1. Coast Guard
policy states that within six months of reporting to one's
first unit out of boot camp, the member should submit an "A"
school request which establishes his position on the "A"
school waiting list for that rate. He will continue to
perform his assigned duties as an E2 or E3 until he is picked
up for school
.
b. "A" School Graduates
"A" school graduates are expected to have basic,
essential rate knowledge and be able to perform technical
skills at the E4 level of performance as outlined in the
Enlisted Qualification Codes Manual (EQCM). An excerpt from
the EQCM for the Electricians Mate (EM) rate is included as
Appendix B. Class "A" school graduates are apprentices who
will require on-the-job training under close supervision to
carry out duties. Upon successful completion of the "A"
school course of instruction, the member is normally advanced
to E4 if all requirements for advancement are met (i.e.,
successful completion of military requirements,
correspondence course and length of active duty
requi rements)
.
2. The Striker Program
The striker program is an informal program of
instruction conducted at the member's parent unit. It is
available for the rates which have been assessed by the
headquarters force manager as being relatively non-technical
and "teachable" on the job. Those rates are BM, DC, EM, MK,
QM, SK, SS and YN . The instruction methodology is
characterized by:
o Self-Paced, Individualized Instruction. Striker
programs are self -paced and dependent upon the resources
available at each unit.
o Non-Dedicated Instructors. Rated personnel assigned to
each CG unit can act as on-the-job instructors to the
striker, but they have other duties to perform and do
not normally have access to an instructor training
course
.
o Normal Working Conditions. The striker program must be
integrated with the operational commitments of the unit.
This may allow for a full, five day striker program or
it may only allow two, half-day training periods per
week .
o Unspecified Course Duration. There is no specific time
required by the CG to complete a striker program.
o Non-Standard Instruction or Curriculum. There are no
terminal learning objectives associated with the striker
program. As such, it is an ad hoc curriculum which
usually results from the needs of the striker and
department head of the rate being struck.
Strikers must show proficiency of each required
practical and knowledge factor in their rate for the E4 level
of expertise as specified in the EQCM . Each factor is
verified and annotated by a subject matter expert at the
unit, and later reviewed by the Commanding Officer.
Striker programs vary in their implementation, but
are all based on the completion of the practical and
knowledge factors required by the EQCM. The amount of time
taken to complete the practical factors and compete for
advancement in the striker program are dependent upon:
o Unit operational requirements.
o Command and departmental priorities.
o Individual motivation and ability.
B. ASSIGNMENT PROCESS
Following the completion of "A" school or the striker
program, the member is advanced to E4. From that point, the
needs of the service dictate his location of service in the
Coast Guard. Graduates of both programs are expected to
perform at the E4 level of expertise in their rating and are
eligible for assignment to any Coast Guard unit. While
strikers may stay at the unit where they have performed their
on-the-job training, there is no guarantee of this. Rate
vacancies are the driving force behind the assignment
process. Conversely, "A" school graduates would return to
their parent units upon E4 designation only if a vacancy
exists. It is assumed that there is no bias towards either
group in the transfer process. In other words, the detailers
are concerned about previous unit experience in relation to
8
qualifications and accrued "sea" time, but the variable of
rate training method is not considered in the assignment
process.
C. ADVANCEMENT PROCESS
The enlisted advancement process is detailed in Chapter 5
of the Coast Guard Personnel Manual. The objectives of the
advancement process are:
o To allow an orderly progression of enlisted personnel in
the rating structure.
o Ensure the required degree of proficiency at the various
grade levels within each rate.
o Promote those best qualified to fill vacancies which
occur .
Advancement is based on a system of servicewide
competition. To qualify to compete in the servicewide
examination (SWE), which is given for all rates (E4 through
E6) twice a year in March and September, each member must:
o Fulfill length of active duty requirements.
o Fulfill minimum sea duty requirements.
o Successfully complete military requirements and rate
technical correspondence courses.
o Complete all practical and knowledge factors for the
rating considered.
o Obtain a parent command recommendation for advancement
which is based on the member's assessed qualities of
character and leadership potential.
o Have at least minimum enlisted evaluation marks for the
period prior to the servicewide exam.
The advancement criteria is a composite servicewide
examination score which is detailed in Table 2. The
composite score is representative of each member's
performance, seniority and knowledge. (PERSMAN, 5-C-2)
1 . Job Performance
The performance factor is a cumulative measure of the
member's performance at his current rate. The score is
derived from the Enlisted Performance Evaluation form
(Appendix C). This evaluation is conducted twice a year by
each member's supervisor and the performance criteria are
measured on a behavioral ly anchored rating scale. It is an
assessment of the member's total output or productivity to
the Coast Guard as measured by military, team work,
leadership, service representative and human quality factors.
2. Seniority
Seniority is quantified by assessing time in service
and time in paygrade. The more job experience, the higher
the weight this factor holds in the advancement process.
3. Knowledge
The knowledge criteria for the servicewide
competition is assessed by the servicewide examination given
twice a year in March and September. The exam is content
valid with respect to the knowledge and practical
qualifications required for the next higher rate. The






% of Total Compos i te
Exam Score 80 44
Performance Factor 50 28
Time in Service2 20 11
Time in Paygrade3 20 11




1 CG PERSMAN, p. 5-C-2
2Time in Service (TIS), one point per year
^Time in Paygrade (TIR), two points per year
^Medals & Awards, points determined by award earned as
specified in CG PERSMAN, p. 5-C-2.
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ordering questions. To be placed on an advancement
eligibility list, the candidate must achieve a passing score
on the pass/fail portion of the test. The rank ordering
questions are intended to distribute the minimum and highly
qualified candidates.
4. Precedence List for Advancement
The total servicewide examination composite is used
to establish a precedence list for advancement of eligible
personnel. A cutoff is established for every list, for every
rate and is based on the anticipated number of rate vacancies
in the next six month period. If above the cutoff, the
member is assured advancement. If below the cutoff, the
member will not likely be picked up for advancement and must
again compete in the next servicewide examination. This
advancement process is used for advancement to E4, E5 and E6.
The only exception is at the E4 level where "A" school
graduates do not compete in the servicewide examination,
although they do successfully complete terminal performance
objectives for the course of instruction. Strikers who pass
the servicewide examination for E4 are generally advanced to
E4 when vacancies are available as the entire eligibility
list is considered above the cutoff. The first time strikers
and "A" school graduates compete against each other for
advancement is at the E5 level.
12
III. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
The goal of any training program is to change or
establish a behavior which is required for the accomplishment
of specific tasks of a Job a person will be performing. This
is successfully accomplished when the trainee posesses the
knowledge, skill or ability to perform the required tasks,
on-the-job, to an established level of proficiency.
This chapter will establish the theoretical significance
of initial rate training and subsequent advance, and discuss
the relation it has with Job performance and productivity.
A. SIGNIFICANCE OF INITIAL RATE TRAINING
Initial rate training is a member's indoctrination to a
specific work discipline which differs from other specialty
rates within the organization. It has the following impacts
on the i ndi v idual :
1. Establishes Conceptual Framework
Each rate has a specific mission and a unique theory,
body of knowledge and tasks which define it. For most
trainees, their first involvement with the concepts of each
rate is during their training as a striker or an "A" school
attendee. Studies have shown that problem solving is
facilitated by previously presented information which was
presented in a form that required for its comprehension, the
13
same conceptual processing as that demanded by the subsequent
problem. (Lockhart, Lamon , Gick, 1988, p. 36) Additionally,
the manner in which an individual is taught to perform tasks,
or gain a body of knowledge, or acquire problem solving
skills affects the ability to make judgments and perform in
the future. Initial skill acquisition is important in the
development of judgment relating to the use of a set of
rules. (Carlson and Schneider, 1989, p. 240)
2. Scope of Job
Initial rate training will focus the trainee's
attention on the requirements of the rate and will establish
role perception. Expectations for the trainee's behavior and
attitude as a professional petty officer are conveyed to him
through the training, and is largely a function of
characteristics of the trainer, the environment of the
training and the course of instruction. (Goldstein, 1986,
pp. 88-106 and Kirkpatrick, 1985, pp. 302-319)
3. Performance Standards
Initial rate training sets the standards of
performance expected of a rated petty officer. These
standards will be used at a later date in the evaluation
process, which attempts to assess all aspects of a member's
performance and his or her contribution to the organization.
4. Validity
In order to be successful, initial rate training must
be content valid in relationship to the actual job
14
requirements. It must teach to a set of job performance
standards required in the field. The more valid the training
program, the greater the chance of effectively establishing a
conceptual framework in an individual which will provide the
basis for an acceptable level of Job performance.
B. SUBSEQUENT ADVANCED RATE TRAINING
Following initial rate training, the member will acquire
new knowledge and skills from the unit training program, his
job experiences, advanced "C" school training and
correspondence courses. This subsequent training will either
reinforce current behavior, provide new knowledge and skills,
or contradict the initial training. The further one travels
chronologically from the initial training, the greater the
potential for cumulative interference with the initial
framework already established and the more difficult it
becomes to establish cause and effect between initial
training method and observed job performance. (Freda, Hall,
Ford, 1981, p. 419)
C. PRODUCTIVITY AND JOB PERFORMANCE
The human captial interpretation of the experience
earnings profile states that individuals are paid in direct
relation to their productivity, or their earnings for the
organization. As an employee receives more training, human
capital is increased and more is provided to the organization
15
in the way of output. Since people increase their knowledge
and skills through work experience and formal and informal
Instruction, the potential for increased productivity is
rewarded by advancement to the next higher paygrade. Thus,
it is assumed that the more quickly a person advances, the
more productive he or she is for the organization.
Productivity is a relative term in a service organization and
is very difficult to measure in terms of a person's output.
(Medoff, 1980, p. 703) In the context of this study, a
person's total productivity is given as a function of the
quality and quantity of work performed, the contribution to
the well being of the unit and the professional image he
conveyed to the public.
The Enlisted Performance Evaluation form attempts to
capture various measures of productivity of the individual
with six composite factors reflecting military manner, team
effectiveness, work ability and accomplishments, leadership
ability, Coast Guard representation and human factors.
Within each division of a unit, supervisors mark an
individual's performance in relation to descriptors of each
aspect of a person's performance on a scale of one to seven.
These rankings will reflect the overall productivity to the
service in an ideal sense. The supervisor will be assessing
the individual's problem solving capability, ability to work
with others, stamina, conduct, motivation and workmanship, as
16
incorporated in this Enlisted Performance Evaluation form
shown as Appendix C.
Specifically, the work performance factor should be
dependent to a large degree on the initial training the
person received. It would be theorized that, all other
conditions held equal, a person with a superior conceptual
framework, knowledge and skills will have a higher work
factor which is a reflection of higher productivity. A
person with this background will also advance more quickly as




Past studies and experiments have been performed which
attempted to assess training effectiveness of various
programs of instruction. The problems associated with them
are common to the problems associated with any measurement of
behavior in the social sciences; that is, how to account for
threats to external and Internal validity. This section will
provide an overview of previous studies as they pertain to
the concepts of training effectiveness and efficiency.
A. TRAINING EFFECTIVENESS
Training is conducted with the intent of enabling a
person to perform tasks and gain knowledge needed for the
performance of a job at a later date. Kirkpatrlck, (1985, p.
302) assesses the effectiveness of a training program at four
different levels:
o Trainee react i on to training.
o Trainee 1 earning during training.
o Trainees change in behavior as a result of training.
o Trainees product i v i ty as a result of training.
While all four levels are important in an overall
evaluation of training, behavior as assessed by actual job
performance is a valid and significant indicator of training
effectiveness. Vineberg, Joyner and Taylor (1978, p. 2)
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suggest that training effectiveness is a function of the
number of tasks taught and the resultant quality of
performance. Other studies have elaborated on the complexity
of training effectiveness as a function of characteristics of
the individual, the characteristics of the programs of
instruction and conditions of the workplace.
1. Characteristics of the Individual
Characteristics of the individual which influence job
performance are ability, motivation and role perception.




Porter and Lawler (1968, cited by Terborg, 1977,
pp. 188-216) included the characteristics of the individual in
their model explaining job performance. Subsequent field
studies have shown that, where ability test scores were used
in selection decisions, there was relatively little support
for the hypothesized relationship between ability and job
performance. (Gavin, 1970; Lawler and Suttle, 1973; Vroom,
1960, p. 189 cited by Terborg, 1977, p. 189) This finding is
supported by subsequent studies that show ability level of
graduates. .. (of a training program) are... not related to
fleet performance measures, but do have predictive power for
school performance measures. (Freda, Hal, Ford, 1981, p. 419)
The ASVAB minimum scores for selction to enlisted
"A" schools have been shown to be good predictors for
performance in training, but are less valid as predictors of
19
actual job performance in the field. (Abellara, 1976, cited
by Eitelberg, 1988, pp. 80-81) Achievement in the cognitive
realm does not ensure achievement in the performance realm.
(Sullivan and Elenburg, 1988, pp. 38-43)
b. Trainee Motivation
Motivation is the individual's desire to
demonstrate a known behavior (or learn a new one) and
reflects willingness to expend effort. (Muchinsky, 1987,
p. 446) There are numerous theories which attempt to model
individual motivation. All have met with various degrees of
empirical support, but no theory has received so much support
that it can be declared the theory of motivation. (Muchinsky,
1987, p. 484) A balanced perspective would indicate that
there are personal traits and environmental variables which
impact on an Individual's desire to put forth effort in the
accomplishment of a job, or even to learn how to perform the
job in the first place.
c. Trainee Role Perception
Role perception is defined as the direction of
effort on what action or behavior the individual thinks is
appropriate for the task. (Porter and Lawler, 1968 cited by
Terborg, 1977, p. 188) This aspect of human behavior is
unique to each individual and corresponds closely to the idea
of merging individual judgment and motivational
character i st i cs.
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2. Characteristics of the Program of Instruction
Characteristics of the program of instruction which
influence job performance include:
o Training methodology.
o Training validity.
o Instructor expectations. (Goldstein, 1986, pp. 88-106)
a. Training Methodology
Instructional methodology has long been thought
to influence the effectiveness of a training program. Miner,
Das and Gale (1984, pp. 49-59) assessed three different
training methodologies (case oriented, experiential and
lecture) aimed at teaching organizational behavior. Their
findings indicate there was no significant difference between
the methodologies as measured by a final exam, a post exam
(one month after course completion) or student satisfaction
with the course. They recognized a threat to the external
validity of their model in the amount of effort spent
reviewing each other / s course material and test instruments,
which could have attenuated some of the "natural" differences
between the methods.
A mail survey of training experts conducted by
L.L. Neider (1981, pp. 24-30) ranked training methods by the
criteria of satisfying a particular objective. The results
of the survey indicate lecture and programmed instruction
were regarded as the most effective methodologies with
respect to knowledge acquisiton, with lecture ranking ahead
21
of programmed instruction in the areas of changing attitudes,
problem solving skills, interpersonal skills and participant
acceptance. Programmed instruction ranked ahead of lecture
in knowledge retention. Whatever the training or teaching
methodology, learner involvement may be a key variable in
training effectiveness. Esbeck (1984, pp. 71-83) proposes
that the learner's involvement in the learning process
affects his productivity in much the same way that a worker's
increased participation and responsibility in production in
the company results in a significant improvement in
product i vi ty
.
Training methodology also includes the variable
of time. The amount of time spent learning a task and time
between practice sessions are significant determinants in
skill acquistion and retention. Goldstein (1986, p. 83)
citing Underwood (1964) has shown that massed practice is
better than spaced practice for acquisiton (of verbal
skills), but poorer for retention. The literature indicates
that distributed practice utilizing reasonable rest periods
is the favored technique for optimization of performance.
(Goldstein, 1986, pp. 80-87)
b. Training Val idi ty
In order for training to be effective, trainees
should be using the skills, knowledge and attitudes that are
developed in training, in the transfer setting. (Goldstein,
1986, p. 88) With on-the-job training, the training and
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transfer setting are Identical and positive transfer has been
shown to occur when task stimuli and required responses are
identical in both settings. (Holding, 1965, p. 90 cited by
Goldstein, 1986) However, most training and transfer
settings are not the same and the degree of congruence
between the task stimuli and the required response in both
settings is a measure of the training validity of the
program.
c. Instructor Expectations
A significant factor in the success or failure of
any training program is the instructor. Eden, Ravid and
Shani (1982, cited by Goldstein, 1986, p. 106) performed
controlled experiments that indicated that inducing high
expectations of students in trainers enhances trainee
performance. This relates closely to the motivational
qualities of the instructor.
3. Conditions of the Workplace
Conditions of the workplace include supervisor
support, feedback and rewards. ( Ki rkpatr i ck , 1985, pp.
302-319) The trainee will walk away from the course of
instruction ready, willing and able to perform his job at a
given degree of proficiency. The conditions of the workplace
will either enable or disable the trainee to carry out his
duties by the support, feedback and rewards available.
Studies dating back to the Hawthorne Effect in 1930 account
for increases in productivity as a result of personal
23
attention paid to workers by their supervisors. (Dwyer, 1977,
p. 8)
B. TRAINING EFFICIENCY
While this paper deals primarily with training
effectiveness, the efficency of training in relation to
learning achieved and program cost is important enough to be
addressed in this chapter.
Studies of training efficiency have found that when
comparing on-the-job training (OJT) to structured training
programs, OJT is not as efficient in teaching employees
necessary skills. (Kainer, Begley, Maggard, 1983, pp. 84-95)
They further show that OJT is the least efficient training
methodology available in history.
Marcus and Quester (1986, p. 13) measured net productivity
of a United States Navy trainee as the contribution of the
trainee less the loss in productivity of the trainer in the
training process. They found that when camparing "A" school
and striker training with this research methodology, "A"
school training was more cost efficient as a result of a
greater net productivity associated with "A" school
graduates. The productivity assessments were made on the
basis of supervisor ratings which compared strikers and "A"
school graduates to an average four year rate specialist in
the Navy.
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A previous Coast Guard study (Langholtz, 1979, pp. 66-67)
found the opposite to be true in a cost analysis of resident
versus correspondence training In the MK rate.
Correspondence training was found to be a less costly method
of training to the E4 level of proficiency.
C. SUMMARY OF LITERATURE REVIEW
Training effectiveness is a complex issue with numerous
significant variables. The task of assessing the effect of
the independent variables has been attempted by many in the
past, with a variety of resultant findings. Researchers have
had to use the measures of effectiveness available to them
and attempt to account for the threats to validity inherent
i n each model .
The next section will develop a research methodology that
takes account of the variables that are characteristic of
each training program and which may account for some of the
variability in the effectiveness of each program of
instruction. The variables which account for training
program effectiveness and are not inherent in the actual
training method will also be assessed in relation to the
threat to validity they pose to the model.
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V. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The comparative methodology for this study was based on
the strategy of performing secondary archival research of the
USCG Performance Management Information System (PMIS). As
pointed out in the last two chapters, Job performance was
dependent, in some part, on the initial rate training
received, which enables personnel to perform the tasks that
make up the job. The relative effectiveness of the training
methods used to incorporate basic rate skills, knowledge and
abilities in the Coast Guard enlisted personnel can be
measured using the criteria of performance evaluations and
rate of advancement.
This chapter will outline the research model used in the
study, specify the data to be collected, assess threats to
validity and the scope of the methodology.
A. STATIC GROUP COMPARISON
The model used in this study was based on a static group
comparison and is shown in Table 3. Enlisted personnel
currently in the database were sorted by rate and training
method and then again by paygrade. To control for variance
in job performance as a function of the variance in aptitude,
a range of ASVAB composite scores was defined which contained
an appropriate mix of "A" school and striker graduates. The
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data from these records were used to make subsequent
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With records selected for each training method and sorted
by rate, paygrade and ASVAB subtest composite range, data was
then extracted and used as criteria to evaluate differences
in job performance between the groups.
1. Enlisted Performance Evaluations
The Enlisted Performance Evaluation (Appendix C) is
conducted twice yearly for all Coast Guard personnel E4-E6.
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It is a behavioral ly anchored rating scale from one to seven
and measures six composites of human behavior. While all six
components are significant with respect to the overall
productivity of the individual, only the work factor can be
linked with any confidence to the initial rate training
program the individual encounters. The work factor is broken
down into eleven rated categories including knowledge,
determining priorities, using resources, monitoring work,
guidance required, keeping supervisor informed, workmanship,
meeting deadlines, learning from experience, observing safety
practices and stamina. While some of these may not be
dependent upon training method, it is the best overall
measure currently available to assess job performance. The
work factor score is determined by the member / s supervisor
and has a range of 11 (lowest performance) to 77 (highest
performance). The form has been designed so that the
majority of Coast Guard personnel will be described by the
characteristics in blocks 3 to 5. Again, since the
assignment process is random, there is no expected bias in
the use of this instrument as a measure of job performance.
The work factor was extracted from al 1 records for
each paygrade and compared, e.g., work factors for all MK2
(E5) personnel, work factors for all BM3 (E4) personnel. A
separate variance T-test was used to assess if a significant
difference in average job performance exists between the
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groups as measured by the work factor of the enlisted
evaluation system.
2. Rate of Advancement
The rate of advancement is defined as the length of
time required for an individual to attain a higher rate. The
advancement process, previously detailed in section II. C. , is
characterized by a servicewide competition and a number of
performance hurdles.
Each record was polled to determine the length of
time taken to reach each paygrade from the initial attainment
of E4; e.g., if the record of an E6 was in the BM "A" school
population, then the length of time taken to attain E5 was
used in determining the average time to advance to E5 within
the BM "A" school graduate population. This average rate of
advancement was then compared to the average rate of
advancement for the BM striker population to determine if a
significant difference exists.
C. THREATS TO INTERNAL VALIDITY
1 . Sel ect ion Bias
Acceptance to "A" school is contingent upon a minimum
ASVAB subtest composite score as detailed in Table 1. Any
differences in job performance as a result of teaching
methodology would be difficult to analyze due to selection
bias present in the system. This effect is attenuated by
selecting groups which are comparable in aptitude as measured
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by the ASVAB minimum set for "A" school selection. It is
assumed that there are strikers who met the minimum ASVAB
requirements for "A" school, but decided to strike the rate
at their unit rather than attend a formal school. The
aptitude differential between groups could have an impact on
servicewide exam performance which accounts for 44% of the
SWE composite that is used in the advancement process. With
aptitude controlled, the behavioral differences between the
groups can be attributed in greater weight to the different
teaching methodologies to which each group is exposed.
2. Motivation
There are several theories which attempt to describe
the sources of human motivation ranging from the satisfaction
of basic needs to expectancy/valence which attempts to
account for both intrinsic and extrinsic factors. Varying
levels of motivation will affect personnel behavior at all
levels beginning with the learning process during training
and continuing to Job performance in the field. Data which
relects the differences in motivation in personnel are not
currently available. For the purposes of this study, it is
assumed that since all personnel are assigned without bias
following the attainment of E4 , the external motivation
resulting from the individual's environment (i.e.,
supervisor's characteristics, work conditions) is distributed
equally through both groups. There are no assumptions made
regarding the distribution of intrinsic motivation within
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each group. It could be that strikers, since they are
involved in a self-paced curriculum, are more self-motivated
which could be a significant variable affecting job
performance and rate of advancement. This will be addressed
again in the conclusion.
3. Experimental Mortality
This study does not include members who separated
from the service during the period of the study. While it
may not be a factor, one group or the other could be
experiencing significant mandatory separation rates due to
unsatisfactory performance. If those members are no longer
part of the comparison groups, (assuming they were in the
initial comparable ASVAB criteria range) the findings could
be skewed from the loss of low end observations and will be
less indicitive of the true population behavior. Since the
starting point of the study is the attainment of E4 , no data
have been obtained on the dropout rate from the striker
program as compared to the "A" school programs. This is more
a measure of the efficiency of the program than it is of the
effectiveness, but would provide a more descriptive picture
of the overall implementation of both training programs.
4. Sample Contamination
While on the "A" school waiting list, it is likely
that some members are gaining rate experience at their parent
unit. This gives them a base of practical experience in the
field which enables them to incorporate more of the training
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they receive at "A" school. Thus, some "A" school graduates
will be contaminated by on-the-job training previously
received in that rate. There are no records to account for
the experience level of the entry level "A" school trainee.
It is rare for an "A" school dropout to successfully strike
the rate.
D. SCOPE OF METHODOLOGY
This study is based on a methodology of behavioral
comparison and is intended to be used as an indicator of the
relative effectiveness of the two primary enlisted rate
training methods. It does not attempt to analyze the
implementation of the training programs at a micro level.
Rather, there are general statements made regarding the
characteristics of each training method. There is also no
attempt to attach program costs to each training method,
although a cost effectiveness study of training would
certainly be a viable area for follow-on research.
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VI. DATA AND ANALYSIS
Data from CG PMIS was collected on current active duty
personnel. Criteria previously described were applied to
6,200 observations which resulted in 1,264 observations that
were further sorted by rate, rank and training methodology.
Data from the resultant observations were then compared to
determine if differences existed for average work factor or
for rate of advancement as a function of training
methodol ogy
.
A. AVERAGE WORK FACTOR
The average work factor represents the average mark
obtained within the work factor composite of the Enlisted
Performance Evaluation form for all marks given in three
marking periods (Fall 1987, Spring 1988 and Fall 1988). The
data analyzed represent one aspect of rated job performance
of those individuals who met the criteria for the comparison
One problem encountered in the data analysis was the number
of missing values associated with this factor from the
database. In many cases, the 1,264 observations which
qualified for the comparison, based on previously described
criteria, did not have enlisted evaluation marks and were
treated as missing values. It is assumed that the missing
values are randomly distributed between the two populations
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and does not have a significant impact on the results of the
comparison. In other words, the data presented should be
representational of the complete data set and not create a
concern for validity of the comparisons to the "true"
behavior of the populations.
1. Results of Average Work Factor Comparison
Table 4 details the results of T-test procedures
applied to the data. The null hypothesis assumes that the
average work factor is equal for both groups. The results of
the T-tests indicate that the null hypothesis cannot be
rejected. In other words, there is no significant difference
in average work factor between the two groups across rates at
either the E4 or E5 level.
2. Discussion
The results of equal average work factor between the
groups were expected for the following reasons:
a. Expected Range of Performance
Performance standards detailed in the Enlisted
Performance Evaluation form (Appendix C) are designed so that
the majority of personnel being evaluated will fall between 3
and 5. With this "expected" range thus established,
evaluators may be reluctant to give marks outside the range
unless a person's performance is truly exceptional in one
direction or the other.
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b. Common Minimum Performance Criteria
Both groups are trained towards a set of common
minimum performance criteria established in the EQCM. If
both groups are actually attaining rate knowledge and skills
according to the established criteria, they should be
evaluated on-the-job as exhibiting the average behavior
described for each mark, if positive transfer is taking
pi ace
.
The true comparison of effectiveness of training
programs would be better established if data were obtained
for personnel who left the service after attaining rate.
Inadequate marks are one criterion for discharge from the
Coast Guard for unsatisfactory performance. Of course, those
people who have attrited may have contributed to an increased
differential between the average marks for the two groups
which might indicate a performance difference as a result of
trai n i ng method.
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AVERAGE WORK FACTOR MARK
TABLE 4
RATE/
RANK METHOD N MEAN STDDEV T1 DF PROBMT1
BME4 A 29 4.42 .42 0.23 45 .82
S 18 4.4 .52
BME4 A 12 4.6 .31 -1 .07 27.0 .30
S 17 4.7 .53
DCE4 A 2 4. 1 .31 -0.67 6 .37
S 6 4.3 .27
DCE5 A 2 4.2 .07 -1 .32 6 .23
S 6 4.5 .40
EME4 A 8 4.4 .53 -0.67 7 .53
S 1 4.7 -
MKE4 A 42 4.4 .59 0.89 44 .38
S 4 4.1 .65
MKE5 A 21 4.7 .50 -0.38 22 .71
S 3 4.9 .44
QME4 A 11 4.4 .62 -0.41 10 .69
S 1 4.7 -
SKE4 A 13 5.0 .42 -0.13 16 .90
S 5 5.0 .48
SKE5 A 6 5.3 .40 1 .48 7 .18







.09 -3.19 4 .03
YNE4 A 5 4.6 .45 1 .94 4 .12
S 1 3.6 -
YNE5 A 5 5.3 .62 1 .02 7 .34
S 4 4.8 .84
^-Tests for unequal variance based on F-Test results
^Average Work Factor.
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A larger sample size would increase the power of
these tests and also decrease the possibility that one
outlier would skew the results. The SS E5 comparison of
striker and "A" school methods only uses one striker mark and
five "A" school marks and shows a significant difference at
the .05 level of test significance. But with only one
striker mark, there are too many explanations available to
account for this differential that have nothing to do with
training method. As a result, the comparisons with larger
sample sizes are more credible and are more likely to be
representative of the "true" behavorial differences between
the groups as a result of training method.
Previous studies have shown that aptitude does not
necessarily predict actual job performance. Used in
conjunction with the results of th i s comparison, it would
seem likely that the criteria of minimum ASVAB composite
required for "A" school used in this study could be relaxed
and the T-test comparisons would again result in no
significant difference in rated performance as a function of
training methodology. The ASVAB selection criteria becomes
more important in relation to the rate of advancement
comparison in the next section.
B. AVERAGE RATE OF ADVANCEMENT
The average rate of advancement represents the average
number of days taken to advance to E5 from the attainment of
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E4. Of the strikeable rates, only four are comparable due to
population size constraints.
1. Results of Average Rate of Advancement Comparison
Table 5 details the results of the T-test procedures
applied to the data. The null hypothesis assumes that the
average rate of advancement is equal for both groups. The
results of the T-test are:
o There is a significant difference in the rate of
advancement to E5 in both the BM and MK rates at the .05
level of test significance (strikers advance almost
twice as fast as "A" school graduates).
o There is no significant difference in rate of
advancement to E5 in either the SK or YN rates at the
.05 level of test significance.
o The distribution of advancement rate for the BM "A"
school population is bimodal whereas the BM striker
population exhibits a normal distribution. The
remaining rate distributions are difficult to
characterize due to low number of observations.
2. Discussion
The differential rate of advancement could result
from the effects of a variety of influences. A review of
advancement criteria detailed in section II. C. shows that
rate of advancement is dependent upon:
o Minimum performance qualifications (to qualify to
participate in SWE competition).
o Composite SWE score.
o Time in service.
o Time in rate.
o Medals and awards.
o Needs of the service.
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With these criteria in mind, the following points may
explain why an advancment rate differential exists in the BM
and MK rates and not in the YN and SK rates.
AVERAGE RATE OF ADVANCEMENT TO E5 FROM E4
TABLE 5
RATE METHOD N MEAN STDDEV I DF PR0BMT1
BM A 24 10641 510.3 3.752 34 .0007
S 43 629 330.1
MK A 64 1070 454.3 3.41 3 69 .0011
S 7 468 312.5
SK A 14 967 370.0 1.303 20 .2096
S 8 761 337.4
YN A 22 981 428.2 -0.823 25 .4203
S 5 1144 226.6
*Mean number of days to advance to E5 after attaining E4
2Assume unequal variance as result of F-Test
.
^Assume equal variance as result of F-Test.
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a. Mechanical Skill Transfer
The mechanical skills required to perform jobs in
the BM and MK rates may be more effectively taught and
transferred from the OJT setting to the workplace in a
self-paced striker program than they are in a formal "A"
school setting. If a majority of the practical factors
required for advancment are mechanical in nature and
mechanical skills are taught more effectively in a more
interactive, on-the-job training environment, then strikers
may be ready to take the SWE sooner than "A" school gradutes
as a result of getting their practical factors signed off at
a faster rate.
Within the SK and YN rates, there may not be a
distinct advantage from teaching clerical or organizational
skills in a self-paced striker program in relation to a
formal school setting. Both programs may produce graduates
who have the same capability for completing practical factors
required for SWE competion and advancement to the next rate.
b. Learning Methodology Transfer
The nature of the striker program prepares those
who successfully complete the program to continue to advance
their knowledge and skills in the same way they are
accustomed, i.e., self -paced, correspondence work to complete
required courses and learning skills on-the-job. "A" school
graduates are accustomed to classroom learning and a
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controlled teaching environment. They must adopt a different
learning strategy to advance to E5 both in signing off
practical factors and in competing in the SWE. Strikers have
previous experience with the SWE as a criteria for
advancement to E4. Again, this factor may be more
significant in an environment requiring mechanical skills to
complete tasks than in an environment which requires more
knowledge and administrative procedure skills for task
compl et ion
.
c. Duration of Instruction
The length of time taken to develop a conceptual
framework and acquire basic rate skills may provide an
advantage to strikers who have no established course
duration. Consequently, with the striker "curriculum" spread
over a longer period of time, they may be able to more
effectively incorporate their training in a conceptual
framework which assists them in acquiring new skills and
knowledge in their career. They also may be working on E5
practical factors as a part of their striker duties. This
could give them a head start over comparable "A" school
attendees who are being taught only to the E4 rate criteria
set in the EQCM , in as short a time duration as possible.
This logic does not account for the insignificant difference
in rate of advancement for the SK and YN rates.
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d. Service Experience
As shown in Table 6, the striker population has a
mean time in service at the point of attaining E4 which is
greater than "A" school graduates for al 1 rates compared.
While this difference is only significant for the BM rate
because of the spread of the data and the relatively small
number of observations, the Time in Service (TIS) variable
does count towards 11% of the total SWE composite score used
for advancement. More time in service could also increase
the general experience base of striker candidates. It should
be noted that the pay base date was used for the members
entry date to the service. Some observations were
questionable because of the length of time taken to achieve
E4 (i.e., some took eight years) but they were included in
the calculations because it was deemed possible to take that
long to make E4 in some cases and also there was no way to
tell if the member had interrupted service from the data
anal yzed.
e. Motivation
If either group is more motivated to perform
their jobs or advance as a result of personal or external
factors, they may show significant differences in behavior.
Intrinsic motivation is difficult to quantify. No
assumptions are made about this variable in relation to which
group could be "more" motivated to advance.
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AVERAGE TIME IN SERVICE AT E4
TABLE 6
RATE METHOD N MEAN STDDEV DF PRQB> 1T 1
BM A 24 12211 480 .o -2.382
S 43 1491 424.0
65 0203
MK A 64 1145 702




















^Mean number of days to advance to E4 from pay base date
2Assume equal variance as result of F-test.
^Assume unequal variance as result of F-test.
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f . Unit Famll larlty
Strikers may be more likely to stay at the unit
where they received OJT, which could give them an advantage
over "A" school graduates in relation to knowledge they
already have concerning unit processes and being familiar and
secure in the work environment. "A" school graduates may
require a higher output of time and effort to Just get in the
groove of a new unit. They may not be able to apply as much
of their personal resources towards advancement as soon as a
striker who could immediately continue with his advanced
learning after attaining E4. Data concerning this variable
were not attained, but if it were significant, it seems
likely that it would affect the YN and SK rates in much the
same way that it affects the BM and MK rates. This effect is
not apparent from this study.
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VII. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
A. CONCLUSION
This study has reached three basic conclusions:
o There is no significant difference in rated work
performance between graduates of "A" school and striker
programs.
o There is a significant difference in rate of advancement
to E5 between "A" school and striker program graduates
in the BM and MK ratings. Strikers advance at almost
twice the rate of "A" school graduates.
o There is no significant difference in rate of
advancement to E5 between "A" school and striker program
graduates in the SK and YN ratings.
It is a risky proposition to make sweeping
generalizations about program effectiveness in relation to
job performance. The model specified and the variables used
must be assessed al ong wi th the findings to gain a more
precise picture of true behavior.
There are many bottom lines that the Coast Guard must
assess when looking at training; including the desired
outcome, cost effectiveness and efficiency of the training
programs.
With the available data, this paper has assessed the
effectiveness of the current initial rate training programs
in the Coast Guard in relation to job performance and
productivity. It could be argued that a faster rate of
advancement correlates with increased productivity. With
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advancement comes increased responsibility, greater skill
level and increased job efficiency and ef f ect i venss. In
general, we want our personnel to advance as quickly as
possible while being competent and effective on the job.
With this in mind, the next questions should be:
o What is the cost effectiveness of "A" school compared to
striker programs?
o Can more efficient and standardized striker programs be
devel oped?
o Are "A" schools preparing their trainees to advance, or
only to perform at the E4 level of expertise?
B. RECOMMENDATIONS
The following recommendations are made with reference to
further study in the area of training program effectiveness.
1. Cost Effectiveness Study
Perform a cost effectiveness study evaluating
performance as a function of rate training method, minimum
ASVAB composite and training duration. This could present
findings which relate to the next recommendation.
2. Establish Standards and Improve Efficiency
Establish standards and improve the efficiency of the
striker programs. It is difficult to speculate on the
efficiency of the variety of striker programs being
implemented in the Coast Guard, but observations indicate
that strikers are generally on their own with reference to
the lessons they set themselves up to receive. Some units
have extremely well documented curriculums for strikers and
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other are ad hoc. The Coast Guard could develop a pilot
program for strikers using computer-aided instruction or
interactive video which could help standardize the knowledge
and skills all E4 / s in a particular rate should possess.
This might also bypass the variability of effectiveness of
on-the-job trainers who have not necessarily had instructor
training.
3. Perform External Evaluations
Perform external evaluations of striker programs in
the same way they are currently being used for "A" schools.
This will give a better assessment of accomplishments and
deficiencies of the two training methods.
4. Review Selection Criteria
Review selection criteria for "A" schools. If
strikers and "A" school graduates have the same performance
evaluations and strikers actually advance faster than their
"A" school counterparts of comparable aptitude C BM and MK
rates), then they may actually be able to perform adequately
in a classroom setting. Since the ASVAB is supposed to
predict performance in the classroom, a comparison of "C"
school performance for both groups might be enlightening in
the determination of the utility of an ASVAB composite
criteria for selection to attend "A" school.
5. Prepare Graduates to Transition Process
Prepare "A" school graduates for the transition to a
learning environment that requires se 1 f -mot i vat i on and is
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based on job site training instead of formal instruction.
This may not be a problem with rates in which the "A" school
learning environment is very similar to the learning
environment in the field, but some training methodologies may
not transfer well at all. If the "A" school graduates are
prepared to learn in a more interactive way on-the-job, they
may acquire skills and knowledge at a faster rate and
subsequently advance more quickly.
The preceding recommendations are no way intended to
slight the efforts of anyone in the Coast Guard training
community. The Coast Guard prepares its personnel to perform
their jobs well and this study asks questions with the intent




RATE AND GENERAL TASK AREAS
RATE
Boatswains Mate (BM)








GENERAL TASK AREAS l
Operation and navigation of
smal 1 boats, store cargo,
handle ropes and lines.
Welding, f i ref i ght i ng, pipe-
fitting, woodworking, shore
facility maintenance.
Operation and repair of
electrical power plants and
equipment
.
Operation and maintenance of
engines, steering and
propulsion systems.
Ship navigation and signaling.
Provision and accounting for
supply of clothing, spare parts
and commissary items.
Prepare crew meals and procure
mess supp 1 i es
.




*The general areas are not intended to be inclusive of
all tasks performed within each rate, but rather an indicator




\\-%5 RECORD OF PRACTICAL FACTORSEM
PRIVACY ACT STATEMENT
CG- 1303 RECORD OF PRACTICAL FACTORS
In accordance with 5 USC 552a(eM3). the following information is provided 10 you
when supplying personal information 10 the US Coast Guard
1 Authority which authorized the solicitation of the information 14 USC 352
2 Principal purposes) for which information is intended to be used To record comple-
tion of practical factor requirements b> Coast Guard Regular and Reserve enlisted
personnel for advancement eligibility.
3 The routine uses which may be made of the information To provide a record of
proficiency in each practical factor demonstrated for advancement to the next higher
rate.
4 Whether or not disclosure of such information is mandator) or voluntary (required
by law or optional) and the effects on the individual, if any, of not providing all or
any part of the requested information Disclosure of the information is voluntary




CG-3303C shall be utilized to record the completion of practical factor requirements
b> enlisted personnel of the Coast Guard and Coast Guard Reserve as outlined in the
Enlisted Qualifications Manual. COMDTINST MI4I4 8 (old CG-311)
As proficienc> in each practical factor is demonstrated, an entry is to be made in the
DATE and INITIALS columns
VA aiver of indiv iduat requirements shall be noted in the remarks section Do not date
jnd initial watered requirements
Practical factors added by amendment to COMDTINST M 1414a (old CG-31 1) shall
be entered in the spaces provided
CGR (INACTIVE DUTY) PERSONNEL
Prior to commencement of ADT. the member's Reserve Unit shall indicate, by circling
in red. those factors which cannot be completed during inactive duty and should be
completed on ADT
rat.ng
ELECTR |C i AISr S MATE
ABBREVIATION
_,,EM USCGR (INACTIVE DUTY) PERSONNEL
OATES Of COMPLETION Of PRACTICAL FACTORS CHECKOUT FOR RATE LEVEL RESERVE UNIT NO
E-4 E-S E6
LOCATION




DATE INITIALS DATE INITIALS
G 2 ELECTRICIAN S MATE (EM). GROUP III RATING ENGINEERING 40? Accomplish the following maintenance on circuit breakers
AND HULL a Lubricate bearing point and bearing surfaces, including latches
b Clean all surfaces, with a dry cloth, blower, or vacuum cleaner, using
SCOPE approved methods
c Inspect the sealing surlaces of contactor and relav armatures and pole
Elcsincian's Mates stand watch on moiors. generators, swuchboards. and control faces io see that they are clean, free from rust, and seated properly
equipment, operate electrical equipment, maintain and repair power and lighting cir .501 Accomplish the following maintenance on circuit breakers
cuns, electrical fixtures, moiors. generators, distribution switchboards, and other elec- a Check, and replace pins, bearings, latches, and contact or mechanism
trical equipment, test for short circuits, grounds, or other casualties, and repair and springs where excessive wear, corrosion, or overheating is evidenced
rebuild electrical equipment in an electrical shop b Inspect trip shafts, toggle linkages, and all other mechanical parts to see
ihat ihev operate freely and wnhout binding
QUALIFICATIONS FOR ADVANCEMENT c Inspect mechanical and electrical connections, including mounting bolts
and screws, draw-out disconnect devices and control wiring
1 fXKi Practical Factors
502
d Remove and replace circuit breakers
Detect . locate, and repair grounds, open circuits, and short circuits in degauss-
A FLNDAMENTAISOF ELECTR!CIT> ASD ELECTRONICS
601
ing svsiems
Remove, test, and replace defective components m automatic degaussing con-
401 Inierprei schematic diagram-- of electrical circuit* including ba*u solid siatc trol panels
402 Operate the following standard lesi equipmeni used in servicing electrical anJ C MOTORS XND GENERATORS
electronic equipmeni
a Voltmeier 401 Examine running motors and generaiors for vibration, unusual or excessive
b Ammeter noise, heating, and lubricant leakage
Wattmeter 402 Detect and locale grounds, open circuits, and short circuits in AC and DC
d Multimeter motors and moior controllers
c Ohmmeter 403 C lean ana luhncaie electric motors and moior-generaior set*
t Megger 404 Remove from the line and secure
g Frequents meter a A single AC generator connected to a bus
h Phase-sequence tndicaior b A single DC generator connected to a bus
i Power factor meter c A DC generator which has been operating in parallel with another genera-
j Thermocouple instrumeni tor
k Transistor tesict d An AC generator w hich has been operating in parallel with another genet
1 Siroboscopic lachorr.eiei ator
m Clamp on-amme'er 405 Siati and put on ihe line
n Oscilloscope and associated equipment a DC generaiors for parallel operation
403 Tesi miernal circuns of electrical equipmer.i foi continuity s+iori circuit*, and b ADC generator lo its bus foi nonparallel operation
grounds c An AC generator to us bus for nonparallel operation
404 Measure electrical quannnes such a* voltage, current, and resistance, and som d AC generators for parallel operation
parr with esiablished values 406 Set up an emergencv generafor for auiomauc operation
40< Evaluate test equipment for corre t operation, make AUTHORIZED repairs 40" Measure insulation resistance of alternators generators, and motors
and calibrations according to mam facturer s instructions 40* Inspect for and correct deficiencies in brushes, such as d ava manufacturer's
41* Convert degrees celsius to degree-- farenhen and vice versa insiructions)
*0| Operate an Instrument Transformer used in servicing electrical and electronic. a Brush pigiails
equipment b Brush alignment and distance
502 L vc an oscilloscope to view circuit waveform'-, and compare with esiablished ^ Brush holders
optimum performance waveforms required in electrical equiprr.erv a Btush pressure
W>3 Demonsiraic correct servicing prosedu'es for 40V Replace bearing- in motors generators
a Diodes, transistors, silicon-controlled rectifiers, thermistors-, and printed 410 Serv.ce AC and DC moior controllers including
circuu board* a Replacing contact tips, contactor assemblies, solenoid coils, overload
5<u Operate ihe following standard test equipment used in servicing electrical and relavs. and wiring
electronic equipment b Adjusting overload and lime-sequence relavs contact gaps, and contact
a Ground fault meter pressure
b Voltage tester
501
*. Bench testing tor proper operation
Inspect and correct deficiencies in
B C IRCUITS. WIRING. ANDC ABl ts a Commutators
b Collector tings
4/11 Using proper procedures and equipment, locaie and replace hie- r, ' js f . 502 L'ndenut arma'ure commutators
402 Solder elecirical connecnons anJ splices 50^ Perform ic^v adjusiments. and rcpa.rs on electromechanical servomcvha
40? Isolate individual circuns in electrical distributmr istten nisnis and svnehro circuits including
4A4 Select i.orrcct type* and sues of wire and insulation for various app ;inon ^ /cromg of synchros







PRACTICAL FACTORS COMPUTfDDATE INITIALS OATt WtTUM fi
b Testing of servomotors and amplidyne*. f Maintain normal frequency
c Making phase and balancing adjustments K Set up distribution board for general quarters condition
601 Detect, locate, and repair ground--, open circuits, and short circuits in ship's
service and emergent) generator-, and associated swiuhgcar.
.404
.405
Qualify io stand watch on auxiliary boilers and equipment
Qualify to stand gyrocompass *atch and be capable of starting, stopping, and
.602 Inspect and te*i-operate automatic starting equipment of emergency genera-
tors.
.406
performing adjustments lor speed and latitude
Qualify as repair party electrician
.603 Operate and maintain AC and DC ship propulsion equipment .407 Operate auxiliary equipment such as boilers, oils water separators, purifiers.




Qualify io stand waichon main propulsion
-control switchboard
Maintain auxiliary equipment such as boilers, oils water separators, purifiers.
D ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS - PROPULSION CONTROL BATTERIES.
APPLIANCES. INSTRUMENTS. AND FIXTURES 601
701
etc
Qualify to stand watch on main propulsion machinery
Qualif v io stand senior engineering watch on board ship
.401 Replace storage and dr> cell batteries.
.402 Replace worn gaskets and seals on watertight electrical fixtures G SAFETY
.40.1 Repair portable electric tools, portable lights, fans, and appliances by:
a Testing component pans fot grounds, open circuits, and short circuits.
.401 Demonsitate under simulated conditions the rescue of a person in contact with
b. Cleaning electric contacts and windings or elements. an energized electrical circuit, resuscitation of a person unconscious from elec- l
c. Replacing defective cords, plugs. switches, elements, and worn brushes.
trical shock, and treatment for electrical burns
bearings and bushings etc
.402 Demonsirate safety precautions for sen icing equipment aloft
.404 Maintain the following electrical systems on small boats
a Ignition (gasoline engine)
b. Starting heater circuit (diescl engine)
c Lighting
d. Starter
.403 Demonstrate safety precautions for rigging casualts power
.404 Demonstrate ability to isolate equipment for repairs, including such salei) pre-
cautions as tagging switches, removing fuses, grounding tesi equipment, and
using ihe safety shorting probe
.405 Demonstrate treatment of acid burns
e Generator and alternators.
.601 Conduct electrical emergency drills
f Voltage regulator
g. Batteries
Conduct test discharge and various is pes of charges on storage batteries
.602 Train personnel in principles and practices of electrical safeiv
.405 H LOGIC
.406 Place new storage batteries on dry state) in service
.407 Maintain and repair sound-powered telephones and circuits. None
.408 Maintain electric galle> equipment (ranges, griddles, fry kettles, roasting
ovens, baking ovens, etc ) by
a Locating and repairing grounds, open circuits, and short circuits.




Locate and use for maintenance and repair information
.409 Replace or repair defective lugs or connectors of storage battery cables.
a Naval Engineering Manual (CG-413)
4)0 Maintain and repair portable and installed baiters charging systems b NAVSHIPS Technical Manual
.411 Maintain IC cquipmcni including call bell circuits
c Manufacturer's Instruction Books
.501 Maintain electric galley equipment (ranges, griddles, fry kettles, roasting
ovens, baking ovens, etc lbs
a Adjusting temperature controls and safety devices.
b Replacing defective heating units, thcrmosiats. safety devices, switches.
relays, and wiring
d Blueprints
e Current supply system catalogs and microfiche
f CALMS - Combined Allowances for Logistics Maintenance and Support
system,
g. Locallv prepared maintenance check of! sheets on PMS cards and
.502 Maintain IC equipment including
a Alarm and warning systems,
b Annunciators
c Temperature indicating equipment.
SOI
records
h BOSS (Boat Outfit Support System)
I ocaie, prepare use. and maintain records, reports, and publications used bv
thcdivis'on
.503 Operate manual and automata degaussing equipment
.502 Determine quarterly requisition requirements for the engineering department
601 Maintain electrical and solid state propulsion control and auxiliary conirol sys-
tems such as consoles, governor controls, eh (SOI
or sour division
Prepare CSMP cards IAW district instructions
602 Perform maintenance on plotter* and associated dead reckoning analv/er and
indicator fDRAI]
6o: Prepare and maintain engineering reports, records, ard file* til accordance
w ii h the Naval Engineering Manual
.603 Maintain svnchro-amplificrs. underuatct logs. dumm> logs, dead-reckoning






Conduct on-the-job training within the division
Estimate time, labor, and materials required for repair of machinery, struc-
604 Maintain gyrocompass and repeater System*
.704
tures, equipment, ot ssstems
lake charge and manage the engineering depanrre:ii on 4 small cutter or an
E POWI R AND t IGHTING 1 0' IPMf M
705
engineering division or shop
Prepare vhtpvard availability work rcq>i>t* and whedu c>; vcrst js an inspes
401 Operate, inspect, adjust, clean, lubricate, repair and test signal lights and
searchlights
lor of ships aid work
4o: Test and rcpait running and anchor light systems SENIOR CHIEF ELECTRICIAN S MATE (EMCSI
403 Provide emergens power to main distribution board from emergency switch-
board through feedback switch
1 000 Practical factors
MU Replace power and light cable aboard ship
.405 Delect, locate, and repair grounds, open circuits, and short circuits in lighting
power distribution cables
H01 Provide to the engineer technical information and advice ceming capabilities,
limitations, reliability
.
and operation of electrical systems and associated




Direct operation and control of electrical distribution and inierior communica-
.501 Install new power and lighting circuits tion ssstems and circuits
50: Tesl ABT and MBT for proper operation 80.1 Plan emergencv drills for engineering personnel
601 Remove, test, and install instrument transformers and meters on power and
lighting switchboards and vOnnol panels
104 Plan, organize, and direct work of personnel operating and maintaining electri-
cal systems
6o: Supervise and (rain personnel in operation, maintenance, repair, and safely
precautions pertaining lo power and lighting equipment
805 Assist in planning projects to be accomplished bv (he engineering dcpjr'ment
during availabilities and supervise scheduled work
601 Estimate time and material needed for repair of power and lighting equipment (UK Train subordinate personnel in the procedures for prepannj engineering
604 Maintain and repair ABT and MB! reports and base or shipyard work requesis, and io- maintaining engineering
records
F. V. ATCHSTANDING
MASTER CHIEF ELECTRICIAN S MATE IEMCMI
401 Quahfv as a watchstander on a DC ship's service generator and distribution
switchboard:
a Vivualls scan the various switchbeard meters and indicators to determine




Supervise personnel in ihe operation maintenance, overhaul procurement,







and survey of eiectncal equipment
Collect, prepare, and disscminaie technical information pertaining to testing
maintenance, and repaii of electrical and IC eguipnieni and associated
Prepare general correspondence concerning lis-caf Supply and idmimtll alive
403 Qualtiv io stand wauh on an AC ship's service generator and distribution
switchboard
a \ isuallv scan the various switchboard meter* and indicators to determine
whether the proper load is being carried and the generator is operating
propcrlv
b Take and log readings
c. Shift to standby automat u voltage regulator
d Control voltage man ua IK during crncr gem v conditions'






Assist in ihe management of engineering record*
Assist in the formulanon ot plans, policies, and hudgei requirements lor the
engineering department
Prepare examinations for enlisted personnel in ihe technical aspect* of the I M
rating
Advise subordinate personnel ol new development., aid new technical ml orma
tion concerning the capabilities, limitations, ard employment nl electrical
propulsion and ausiharv equipmcn:
NAVE 'Last P.mi Miod'e Initial! SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER PfiESts* RAT(
CH-1 51
COMDTINST M1414.8A
PRACTICAL FACTORS DAT£ INITIALS PRACTICAL FACTORS DATE INITIALS
AODITlONAL FACTORS
1'WKtitinsj.MMIt. ADDITIONAL FACTORS in REMARKS"«!>
SIGNATURE OF SUPERVISING OFFICER
INITIALS RATE/RANK F
1 M 1 LAST NAME
IPRlNTi SIGNATURE UNIT DATE
52 CH-1
COMDTINST M141*






A. FUNDAMENTALS OF ELECTRICITY AND ELECTRONICS
.401 Methods and equipment used in electrical tests for continuity, grounds, and
short circuits.
.402 Define and explain the theory of:
a. Conductors and insulators, lines-of-force, field intensity, flux density,
permeability, ampere-turns, hysteresis and eddy currents, self and
mutual-induction, and electro- magnetic induction.
b. Coulomb, volt, ampere, ohm, henry, circular mil, farad, and watt.
c. Horsepower, power factor, and volt-ampere.
d. Reactance, capacitance, inductance, and impedance.
e. Torque, frequency, cycle, phase, and pulse.
f. Ambient temperature.
g. Ampere-hour.
h. Common electrical and metric prefixes and units; milli, micro, kilo,
mega, centi, meter, liter, gram, millimeter, centimeter, kilometer, kilo-
gram, milliliter, etc.
.403 Explain electric installation identification systems aboard ship:





f. Phase and polarity marking.
.404 Explain the relationship of resistance, inductance, and capacitance in AC
circuits.
.405 Explain the relationship of current, voltage, and impedance in AC circuits,
I
including resonant circuits.
.406 Explain minority and majority current carriers in a P-N junction.
.407 Explain the function and theory of:
a. Diodes.
b. Transistors.
c. Unit junction transistors.
d. Silicon controlled rectifiers.
e. Thermistors.
f. Zener diodes.
g. Light emitting diodes,








.408 Calculate current, voltage, power, and resistance in DC series and parallel
circuits.
.409 Calculate current, voltage, power, phase angle, impedance, and resonance in
AC series and parallel circuits.
.410 Explain the function of the following in electrical circuits:
a. Resistors.









k. Magnetic amplifiers and saturable reactors.




.412 Describe the operating principles and components of the following:
a. Primary and secondary batteries.
b. Circuit breakers.












.413 Explain the relationship between farenheit and Celsius temperature scales.
.414 Describe the methods and equipment used in electrical tests for voltage, cur-
rent, and resistance.
.501 Describe the operating principles and components of the following:
a. Automatic voltage regulators (AC and DC).
b. Rotary amplifier-type motor generators.
c. Magnetic amplifiers.
1.502 Describe correct maintenance procedures for electron tubes and solid-state
devices.
.503 Explain the function and principles of basic transistor circuits including:
a. Bipolar amplifiers.
b. Field effect amplifier (insulated gate).
c. Power amplifier.
d. Push-pull amplifier.
B. CIRCUITS, WIRING, AND CABLES




t .402 Explain the relationship of reluctance, flux, and magnetomotive force in AC
and DC magnetic circuits.
? .403 Describe the construction and types of shipboard electric cable.
.404 Relationship of current and voltage in wye, delta wye, and open-delta connec-
tions.
.501 Procedures for testing electrical safety devices (such as reverse power relay,
reverse current relay, overspeed trip, and ground-current fault interrupter)
for proper operation.
MOTORS AND GENERATORS
Procedures for replacing batteries.
Explain common operational faults of AC and DC motors, generators, and
synchros.
Explain procedures for starting and paralleling generators and switchboards,
splitting plant, or securing generators.
Explain procedures for flushing bearing housings of grease and oil from lubri-
cated motors.
Explain applications of the law of magnetism to DC motors and generators.
Explain electrical and physical characteristics of electric motors, generators,
alternators, and synchros.
Explain types of insulating materials and varnishes and minor repair proce-
dures.
Explain procedures for checking mechanical and solid state controllers for
proper operation.
Explain the procedures for replacing bearings in motors/generators.
D. ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS - PROPULSION CONTROL, BATTERIES, APPLI-
ANCES, INSTRUMENTS, AND FIXTURES
.401 Explain the principles of operation of DC main propulsion system.
.501 Explain the principles of ship control order and indicating systems including:
a. Engine order telegraph system.
b. Rudder angle indicator system.
c. Shaft revolution indicator system.
.601 Explain the principles of ship control order and indicating systems including:
a. Wind direction and speed indicator system.
b. Underwater log system.
.602 Explain the principles of gyrocompass and related equipment including dead-
reckoning equipment (DRA, DRI, DRT, etc.).
1.603 Explain the principles of operation of electrical and solid state propulsion
control and auxiliary control systems such as consoles, governor controls, etc.
E. POWER AND LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
1.401 Explain the procedures for connecting casualty power cables.
.402 Explain the principles of operation, maintenance, and repair of searchlights
and signal lights.
.403 Describe the normal, alternate, and emergency power-distribution systems foT
I
shipboard lighting and power distribution.
.501 Explain the procedures for test operation of automatic bus transfer switches.
.601 Explain the procedures for disconnecting and removal of instrument trans-















.401 Explam the procedures for operating steering equipment in pilothouse and
steering engineroom.
.402 Explain the starting and stopping procedures for gyro-compass systems.
.403 Describe the operation of auxiliary equipment such as boilers, oily water sepa-
rators, purifiers, etc.
.501 Explain the procedures for normal and casualty operation of main propulsion
I
switchboard.
.502 Explain the principles of operation and maintenance of auxiliary equipment
such as boilers, oily water separators, purifiers, etc.
.601 Describe the inspections to be made on ship's service and emergency switch-
board equipment when power is cecured.
G. SAFETY
.401 Explain the precautions to be observed during removal of paint from or
repainting of electrical equipment.
.402 Explain the precautions to be observed during cleaning of electrical equip-
ment with appropriate approved cleaning solvents.
1.403 Explain the effects of electrical shock; methods and types of resuscitation.
.404 Explain the electrical and electronic safety precautions.
.405 Describe the safety precautions of a repair party electrician.
H. LOGIC
.401 Identify and recognize truth tables for logic symbols: AND, NAND, OR,
NOR, or complement.
.501 Explain the following principles or terms:
a. Base two number system.
b. Decimal to binary conversion.
c. Addition and subtraction of binary numbers.
d. Basic Boolean algebra and truth tables.
e. Boolean expression for AND, OR, NAND, NOR, and complement.
.502 State the principles and functions of:
a. AND and NAND gates.
b. OR and NOR gates.
c. NAND and NOR inverters.
d. R-S Flip-Flop.







1. Count detection decoders,
m. Function detection decoders."
I. ADMINISTRATION
1.401 Explain the purpose of engineering files and reports.
.501 Explain the procedures for maintaining inventory.
5& CH-1
COMDT1NST M1414.8A
.601 Explain the procedures for obtaining replacement parts and supplies.
.701 Explain the duties and responsibilities for the EOW.
.702 Explain the procedures for managing a division, shop, or department.
SENIOR CHIEF ELECTRICIAN'S MATE ( EMCS )
QUALIFICATIONS FOR ADVANCEMENT
2.000 Knowledge Factors
.801 Explain the capabilities, limitations, and functions of electrical systems and
related equipment.
.802 Demonstrate knowledge of current Coast Guard and Navy publications con-
cerning standards of electrical equipment.













ENLISTED PERFORMANCE EVALUATION FORM
PETTY OFFICER
INSTRUCTIONS
ALL: Review the Enlisted Qualifications Manual to determine the knowledge required
of a rata or rating, or to what degree an individual should be able to apply such knowl-
edge.
SUPERVISOR Each item must be completed. Read the performance standards care-
fully
.
Thty have been designed so that we majority of thi personnel being evaluated
will fail batmen 3 and 5. If the evaiuee's performance is exactly as described by one
of the standards (block 2, 4, or 6), select thet block. If the evaiuee's performance
falls below, between, or above any of the standards, select block 1. 3, 5, or 7. which-
ever is most appropriate for the evaiuee's performence in relation to the standards.
Place an "X" in the circle in the block selected. Marks of 1 or 7 require justifying
comments.
MARKING OFFICIAL: Using the recommendations of the supervisor and other per-
tinent information on the evaluee, assign a mark (1-7) for each item by darkening the
corresponding circle and entering the mark in the column provided to the right. Total
the numben in the "Merk" column. Enter all factor totals in space provided on page 1
and sign. Marks of 1 or 7 require justifying comments.
APPROVING OFFICIAL: Review the form and complete the Approving Official's
section. Chengas to marks not concurred in must be made in red. Draw a line through
the darkened circle and the mark awarded. Initial the circle corresponding to the mark
you are assigning and enter the new mark in the column. Compute the new total and
correct the entry on page 1.
NAME /Last.FirstMiddlel SOCIAL SECURITY NO. RATE UNIT AND DIVISION
REASON FOR EVALUATION: SEMIANNUAL. QlHlRfSpecify)
PERIOD
ENDING.
SUMMARY OF EVALUATION MARKS.
MIL TEAM WORK LORSHP REPCG HUMAN SIGNATURE OF MARKING OFFICIAL
MILITARY FACTOR: MEASURES AN INDIVIDUAL'S ABILITY TO LOOK AND ACT IN A MILITARY MANNER.
1. GROOMING
Needs to be remiadad ta cat er are—
hair. If heard or moustache wen,
needs to be reminded t» trim or Bream
than. Urthini and/or pert— audi
Hair cat gr areomW to standards. If
warn, boofn or moustache also net
•a profarty trimmed. Keeps aatf aad
clothes daaa.
Ii impeccably ereomed. Har, parson*'
hyaieae, and daadinaa doorty exceed
rtenoerds. Sots exempt* for others.
o o o o Q
Uniform rami ill firbnt a and to b*




Presents food miliary ippoonac*.
Uniform neat, doon ind property
worn. Brass, ribbons, footwear, cap,
one device hiphly polished a dean.
Nova wears aon-reauletioo (tans.
o o
Sharp military appeeraaca. Unrform
end all occossories always worn with-
out flaw. Insists on Simla appear
aoc* from subordinate Uniform




No CM, oot mort than ooo NJP. Not
men tbaa on* civil conviction Con
formoac* to rules, reeukrooru, aad
miitary standards h morpsd.
o o
No NJP, CM, or equivalent civil con-
victions sine* 1st (vduation. Pro-
motes and supports (aspect fa rules,
refutations, aad miitary standards.
No infractions of any sort Enforce
rules, refutations, and standards by ail
subadiaatas and within pear iroup.
o o o o
4. CUSTOMS AND
COURTESIES
Faih te ebsarv* er raspact bask prin-
cipal of miitary customs and cour-
tasat. discredits sarvic*.
Accepts, practica and teacha military
customs and coo roue
o o o o o
Ha stroni bdiaf in miitary id*ds;
idhora dosdy to customs *nd tour
tasia; require subordinate to do
sen*. Brines credit to sdf aad Coat
Guard.
o Q
TOTAL FOR MILITARY FACTOR (add items 1 through 4) ALSO ENTER IN THE SPACE PROVIDED ABOVE
TEAM FACTOR: MEASURES HOW AN INDIVIDUAL AFFECTS OR IS AFFECTED BY OTHERS WITH WHOM HE/SHE WORKS.
Shews d iiroferd fa fediaps of ethes
thraafh asappropriet* commoats a
1. RESPECTING
OTHERS
Respectful; tnats olha in • courtaous
aad thaifhtful manna; respects thair
fad in as aad bdiefs.
Q. SI Q. O O
Activdy contribute support to man-
tan an environment wha* ail panons
art treata! rapactfully aad fairiy.
Insists on such treatment of othan by
nbordinatav
o o
Ha difficulty axpreasinf sdf a under
staadiat etharv Usn foal a abusive
2. COMMUNICATING WITH
OTHERS
Abb) t* pat pant ecroo makn it a
peat te uaderitand others. Ability ta
communicate contribute to team
effort.
o o Q. o o
Articulata it axpressini serf to indi-
viduds a fraups; skilful a under
standimj othan. Activdy promote
opan communications, puts others a
•aa and draws out thair supaestions/
comments.
o o
1 WORKING AS TEAM
MEMBER
Bardeo oa praap; daeaa't do aw* she
at wen.
oead team worker, kdas others;
carrie own share of load; contribute
o o a o Q.
Outstanding team worker; take on •>
tr» dutie. Idee and recommendations
soufht by others. Take activi rde in




Seed em ceapw auna. caaaa ceafjtct
aad darapts fTaap hanaaay.
Eood CAN DO attitude, hdps keep
iroap tup*thai by cooperati**, aad
aacaarafiai ethers.
o o o o o
Cheerful and hiphly cooperative; in-
fluence people to carry then share of
load and pull toaother. Keeps |roup
focused on teem |oals.
SI SI
TOTAL FOR TEAM FACTOR (add items 1 through 4) ALSO ENTER IN THE SPACE PROVIDED ABOVE
PREVIOUS EOITION IS OBSOLETE 58 SN 7530-01-GF3-06:








Weak tot peyertoe frequently shows
unfamaaarttY nrith common procedures
imi/m tarsaeaaeaav of rating or special
esu en meat tree
o
Doesn't keaw wain to sun work;
requires tiianetie in sorting ovt teaks
that aaed to to done first.
o
Frequently »MK miteruls or unable
to property iroeje tools, publications
and HeeaaaeerL Asug ni wro*| persons





Shows eo°* knowledge ol rating or
special eutenment area by solving
everyday preklems tncoummt while
completing most e-uignefl tanks.
o
Recognizes difference between routine
and pnoriry teaks xctti minimal
assistance, producing food work
oraanuetion
o
Makes gooe us* ot tvaiieele person n
tad their skilh. metenets, toots,





Snows exceptional knowledge ol rating
or special assignment ir»e lor piypn
develops end mtwin irjinnm
needed for iolnni difficult problems,
able to perform til tries
o
Able to apply proptr priorities to
accomplish even tha most complex
las*.s with IrrUt or no esurtance. orga-
nizes work accordiaaty
Fully and effectively utilizes all avail
•kit researces. Hmnn an personnel






Oftaa innwn of own and/or subor-
dinate's work load; farts to follow
ap or stay oware of status of work.
o o Q
Monitors own and/or subordinates
work in praams: akki to rtcoinut
whan chaaao it nicenary and diract
sama.
Constantly awan of status of all tasks
in progress. Continually follows up to
ensure all totalis completed.
o o 2. o
5. GUIDANCE
REQUIRED
as* i requires mora
ai pacta d for payarato
i without guidance work
frequently tatts off/slows down.
Works wall on own; complains routina
tasks without supervision. Naads min-
imum fuitonca for now or complex
tasks. Asks questions rf task is unclear
o o o o o
Naads no auidanca othar than initial
direction to complfta even naw or
complax tasks. Uses own knewledei
and/or axpananca and that of sub or




Fein to aafvtaa supervisor of changing
smiations occurring during work or
wauhrtaadina; daasn't report whan
o
Provides factual and accurata reports
to suparvisar on c hanging work or
wotchstinding situations.
£. Q. .0. £
Consistently kaaps uipamui inlormod
of proereWresulu. unusual mnu on




Mark oftaa of poor quality and naads
upfraaliaa, or redone, to to accapukla.
Stands paor watch oftan fails to
comply with raioi/standini ardors.
Usas rraimni axpananca, and propar
procedures to product finishad work
of |ood quality. Stands food, rtspon-
akk watchas.
o o o Q. Q.
Work consistently of fiifhast quality,
exceeds expectations and/or standards
sat lor task. Whila on wttch sets tnd





Oftaa krto; makes Imlt tffort to matt
|ok diadhnas or to complete required
traeaaee, ; wastes time.
o £
Can be refiad upon to complete
ossened tasks or required trainini in
time allottad.
o o
Assigned tasks and required trainini
Betrays complttad in allottad time and




Repeats mrstnkes doesn't always laarn
train doeae, coojiton criticism as
panaaat (tack.
Learns from criticism and experience;
only hes to be told once.
o o o o o
Quick learner, takes edventaea of and
expands from work experience, sets ill





Caretes*. aaajajaat: frequenrjy violates
salary procedures
o o o
Is safety conscious: reports unsaff
conditions. Usas safety equipment
when required, and observes safety
rules.
o o
Extremely safety conscious; reports
unsafe conditions and corrects when
possible Usas safety equipment and




»,' man-tally tires when required
ta work looter than normal workday
Balks at puTtinq in overtime. Produc-
tivity or safety drops in stressful
pjtaatioas.
o o
Capable of sustained physical mantel
activity; is able to work lonper than
normal workday without loss of
productivity or safety. Hoodies stress
ful situations wall.
Great physical/mental reserves Con
work Ions houn over several days and
still remain vary productive and safi
Thrives on stressful srtuaoomv
o o 2. a.
TOTAL FOR WORK FACTOR (add items 1 through 11) ALSO ENTER IN THE SPACE PROVIDED ON PAGE 1
LEADERSHIP FACTOR: MEASURES AN INDIVIDUAL'S ABILITY TO GUIDE, DIRECT, DEVELOP, INFLUENCE, AND BE SUPPORTIVE OF OTHERS
IN THE PERFORMANCE OF WORK
1. TRAINING OTHERS
o
IrrtM importance on trainini.
faas ta pronto opportunity for
aaaardiaaran to develop skills. Lacks
propar taowtoton or is ill-prepared
when arviaf tonne/ or informal train-
o o
Participates in formal, informal, and on
lob trainini; successful in teaching
othen; encouraaas trainees to improve
o
Actively involved in all training. Will
inply spends extra time whan necessary
to ensure training n delivered and
understood
Q. o Q.
Rarary areas ertiaa/crmcism to sub
2. PROVIDING
FEEDBACK
Provides feedback. Points out both
good and bad work habits to sub-
ordinates and/oi othen he/she works
wrth.
Consistently provides accurate and
timely feedback in the form of praise
oi constructive criticism to subordi
notes and'Or othen Insists on the
same from subordinates








aafatiiaa. mlrtary rates ind r»»u
tab*** o« aVows IwiWbb aad
iii I iiwi to retaaoui racial,
o
Roauires subordinates »nd othon to
conform to mlrtary nitot tncJ reaal*
tions Enforces standards uniformly
without raetrt to retifieus, racial,





to all ruin ind rtaulttjoni by every-
em, even these outiioi his/her waft
roup Enfortomont uniformly tp






Not * aaad Mt> of poept* or judest
rrittaa or oral reports
or octroni by othon
•ansa) banta part* or mcon
with tads Of shows t*vorrtum
to laJtajous. racial.
It • food judo* of ptopit. kiapi opon
mind when *v*Ju*onj othtn Wkan
•apropnatt. provides cempatts and
secant* wrtttan ar oral reports to
suptrviton an aorlormoaco of othon.
It aat iirftuancod by raltpoui, racial,
anual ar ethnic bacharaund.
o o o o o
It kaanly ewer* of othan and what
they can do; judees honestly and
tairty. Wee* eppreprista. provides
campWt* accurst* and trfliaty reports,
oral ar wrrrten, that ara ctasmast
urtth actual p*rfermanc< af ot»an Evel
•otionj art aovar affected by raJifieui.




Oiiaranatoad ***** diractiet tub
aidiaalai, eftaa taa lenient in exertini
taH—I aver ethan doesn't reeeira
actio* tram ethers when situation
•aetata*, taaardiaatn may not knew
txaaT rati hi araaaorbon
Known and atat paoplt't •kilrties to
tht bort advaataf*; requires tbam to
wort to ami kifh standards ee/sh*
tots for sett. R*o u**» actioa tram
othan whan eacassary te compeltt
wort. Subordinates know tkair raw.
Exam pastbvi influaaci ever oreup.
Demenei quality work; are prompt
action tram athan avan in difficult
artuetiaas. Ensures each pina* kaewi
and a neei stands his/her rata in or pom
Cation.
o o o o £. a
Irnte concern for warfare of
If aaaware of ar doesn't
vejat ta bacuoao exvaived with their
LOOKING OUT
FOR OTHERS
It aware of othon and thair probktmt,
needt and |o*ti Willi** ta fata* pad
help at andid. rV«i iartiet* actian ta
ensure thou who naad tannine*
Vary perceptivi to problomt ind noodt
af all athan, actively wertt to antura
poutrvt attian a taken to aaBst these
who naad halp F erlowt up to eesure
aanttanca was randtred in • propor
and complrti mannor.
o o o o o o Q.
SETTING AN
EXAMPLE
Sots poor cxanpt* by prof*ctin| loss
taa a patilin pttitudt towards es-
wart, taa Coast Guard, anit
oat-m em of Ionian. Ad-
icti iiiaaiiaiiiB af athan to
want caaarfaty. Sett peer exempt* by
asteraaer at lions , msaeen ar conduct.
Influence-, othon by prater/tine, • posi-
tiva aad anthasiastic attituda. Will
iaafy aspparts paticias and dacisiam of
soman. It aMt ta on athan ta wdlia|-
ly praaac* rood wart. Son aaad
nsrapli far othon fhraufk actiartt,
maaaan and candud
Gains comptttt rospoct and canfidanca
af athan. Pramaias accaytaatca af ail
wart, now poticiat and caasajas. Paapla
oar ay wartiaa far ar with ism panaa.
rta/ata matot ora* dlttitatt ar aa-
aasasant wart saam araTusatwia. A
fraot rato nsaval.
Q. O Q. D. n. a
TOTAL FOR LEADERSHIP FACTOR (pod rt.mt 1 tjirotjfh 7) ALSO ENTER IN THE SPACE PROVIDED ON PA6E 1
REPRESENTING THE COAST 6UARD FACTOR: MEASURES HOW AN INDIVIDUAL ACTS WHEN DEALING WITH OTHER UNITS. SERVICES.
AGENCIES. BUSINESSES, OR THE PUBLIC.
OttH fafc t* ftMw pr+pm rm»KTi.
1. COURTESY
atrea**** at tpm i maaaar m |arair
refiatts paarty aa ta* Caast Gaard
o o Q.
Treats that* ha/shs i
taa airy aad mpu llaly. Whaa
iapia—t—j tht Caast Guard acts ta
prasaal tart aad tarvic* ia • fn aiahki
lajfel
Gaas aat af way ta assure caurtaaut
aad resaacttul traatmoat it astaadad
ta tttaai with wham aa/taa daals. la-
ret on araaar actiaas by sukardiaattt.
jQ. Q. Q.
2. APPEARANCE
Oftaa tah ta waar aarfarat pi opart r
•a as aw*y ftaai •*« . bat warn
—wt frt-r ar aat at a*: aatfarai may
a* aaanrttaaad ar buomptawi; (oaks
Laatu aaad ia aarfam. Waan a*i-
t*n» praaartr aad praadty; hair wax
waamid, praaarty trim raid aad cut
to araaar Itaath. Putaau pb> a)«asry
trim i
o o o o o
A credit ta ta* Caast Gaard: crastas i
ctasr impiasiiaa at aaa adt* a praad
af bit/har a*rf*nn aad mnia aad
rrtWcn it ia • aaan, ahysscaty trim
rairtarr aaaaaraajca.
3. COMMUNICATING
Saaats taartaaady t* othon Caa-
bacaa-aaad af astaaan Bkraj athan i
chiati u spaat aad aaaxa tbair aaiat;
asaaTtasai aasttpr*. niaaaTy taaa avaa
Mbaa shaaa asaSMaj nrft ni ia i ua
ln* i aad listaas ta ataan ia • man-
rataty Aa ax carta* t chaic* tar rapn-
saalit*] tb* Caast Gaard ia *sMc
o o o o o o
Ottaa * aaar raataaasuutt af Caast
; asauS] ajaanaca at ar bat af
ta Caast Gaard i
4. PROFESSIONALISM
Camaataat ia ho/bar saacsstry; is
aware at anpact at miaBSa — Om
camaliau tacts iavatviai caatart w
•aaan; ratlacts illitaa* tA aadiaatia
A prataaa s*al ia orary aa* at tb*
wart axtraaary tatapatast ia bis/
attars with db
1 bar* baan dash
ft* aaaary and c*m****rtr, A *a
tact craari ta ta* Caast Gaard.
O o Q. Q.
6. EVEN HANDEDNESS
o
lacaaaastaat aaatyiaa Caast Gaard
arearasss ta aaasa: sactar. ban try t*




Traatt that* ba/sb* tatwlai
aaan* af Caast 6uard
a fair aad aajBartiat ntai
aa frta rltam; aa*t aat tartar i
. ma !taca* wfts *rrtic*ft litjnru**!
Caaxakrtary kaaast aad aapartiat in
aasastf with athan; aatarcat ruhrs or
apaoan Caast Guard praararot taaiy
aad aarfaraly; bu dln arfftcurt
sataatacy. Daat aat aw* m t»
o n. a o_
TOTAL FOR REPRESENTING THE COAST GUARD FACTOR (•*• it»n 1 thrMth 5) ALSO ENTER IN THE SPACE PROVIDED ON PAGE 1
60
rUMAN FACTOR: MEASURES THOSE QUALITIES WHICH THE COAST GUARD VALUES IN ITS PEOPLE.
MARK
ADAPTABILITY
Dora'i like chanees in job, policies
ead/er Mntonmnt is slow to adjust:
iHhuhmu impaired ky chenee.
TtkM chaaeas in unit; akW to adjust;
mjirrteim etrectrvorWM deriaf chenee.
Very ftexjoea; tatiuro eesiry m» to
major thaaeei in is*. policies tad/*
Mil eort***1 INMdNB hltO) deojTOe OT
o £. Q O Q O
JUDGMENT
Swrowi mdo i oavo er makes hasty
er impreaer fcjjw I—rtlW
toots to cmv*h all tacts m arteraa-
Mo«« comet decisions boose1 upon
tacts, attaraatives, aad uteoncy of
HOiooen
Ceesateatry makai timely aad carrad
decisions; meiataiaj ajmooxn evee ia
face af dhticatt decisions; devotees aad
waajas attoraouvoi effeetivery.
o o o o o
o
o
Slaw ta occopt raxaaaaiMity far
actioas property within kit/her ceetrol.
RESPONSIBILITY
Caa bo trusted ta eat *• jab deae mm
wfcee the baas at out. Accepts resaenu-
•arty for his/her ecrjeas.
Vary
kaMs sett aad atkart ta Kfh staaaardi
af aerformaaca aad iateenty. Accepts
roopeBBadrty far attieas ropardbu af
o O o Q.
. LOYALTY
Occaaeaely skews lack af pride ia
aait ar royalty ta Caast Guar* nan.
suporviiet, ar tukordiaetes; may
leek af commitment to aart mi its
miaaaa, ta tht sarvica as a wheel, ar
to wall bail of suhordiaatei.
E*k*m pride ia koine, aart af Caast
Guard; supports decisions af Caast
Guars) aad commend; committed ta
daiae, bast jeh pemhlo Backs Bis/bar
Extremery loyal ta aaaeriert, ta aart
aad ta the Coast Gaan); proad af awa
Hnorremeort witk Caast Gaard. Skews
daap dedicrrjea ta duty three**
actieas aad verbal sepoert af aait aad
its ia— aat. Strom sappertar af
suberdiaotee.
Q. o o o Q. o Q.
HUMAN RELATIONS
Exhibits discriminatory taadaocies
towards atkart del ta their relation,
sax, race er ethnic heckeraund. ktay
eta ootmon ta karass ethers; a dis-
respectful, makes uvmmj remarks.
Treats ethers tairty aad with dujairy
reeerdlou of reiajiee, so*, race or
ethaic hecxereeed; carries out
ras**usxhilrts*t towards ethers baaed
oa tacts, aat paneaal desires, back-
pjoend er teelistaL
Actively warks ta upkald fair sad
equal traatiaaet af others rooardlo ss
af relifiea, sex. race er ethaic heck-
around Heidi subordinates account
able for their actioas. Dees aot tatoreta
erejudiciol actions ar behavior e* tb*
part of aayea*.
o o o o o
. INTEGRITY
Is untrustworthy, shades tht truth,
takes edvontefe of situations for per-
sonal pain.
Has street, moral character; is a fair
aad baaast tadnridual; is truttwarthy.
Never shades tha truth, reBardieu af
C#B1aTr»J}Me«ftC4l.
o o o o o




aad demaadt saaia frem sukerdtaatev.
Caa ae trestad with the most discreet
or seatitrve nrtarmatjaa.
O o
Use of alcohol results in reduced jak
parformaaca; may kriaf dbEredit to
some* threuak alcohol mftuevteed
incidents whiki off-duty.
I SOBRIETY
A nondrinker or if he/she uses olcohol,
it it used discriminatory and in mode-
ration. Joh parformence not effected
ky use of alcohol; no discredit brouoht
to service.
Meets laniard in "four" column, je.
addition , does aot accept iaducrimi-
nata use ky others as excuse for
diminished performance. Holes
others respoasiWe for temperate
use Actively eaceuraaes moderation
in ethers erith whom he/sho associates.

















TOTAL FOR HUMAN FACTOR (add items 1 thfoujh 7) ALSO ENTER IN THE SPACE PROVIDED ON PAGE 1
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